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CB Members Report
Pass-Fail Opposition,
Progress on 'Book’

IT WON’T BE LONG—The Student Union building
is beginning to take shape, one year after the

ground-breaking, Oct. 3,1966. (Photo by Ron Lenn)

MO N T A N A K A I M I N
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana

AN INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

Around the World, Nation

X I5 Rocket Plane Crashes,
AF Pilot Unable to Eject
destined for the Pacific area and
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, other troop location points abroad,
Calif. — An XI5 rocket plane Sens. Mike Mansfield and Lee
crashed Wednesday, killing the Metcalf reported Wednesday.
A Defense Department spokes
pilot, Air Force Maj. Michael J.
Adams. He is the first victim of man told the Montana senators
such a crash since the X15s began that the first step would involve
frequent commercial air service to
flying in 1959.
Adams was dropped from a B52 the base.
and shot more than 5(1 miles high,
to about 265,000 feet, on a rou Wall Streeter Dies
tine research filght. Re-entering
PRINCETON, N. J. — Memorial
thicker air from the fringes of services for Bernard Kilgore, board
spaces, he encountered trouble.
chairman of Dow Jones and Co.
“There apparently was some sort Inc., are scheduled at the First
of control malfunction as the pilot Presbyterian. Church here, of
attempted to pull out of his de which he was an elder.
scent,” said a spokesman for the
Kilgore, who built the Wall
National Aeronautics and Space Street Journal into a national daily
Administration. Adams did not for the general business communi
eject.
ty, died late Tuesday of cancer,
The plane crashed on the desert after an illness of over a year. He
near the mining town of Johan was 59.
nesburg 20 miles north.

Nixon Most Popular
HELENA — Former Vice Pres.
Richard Nixon drew 195 votes
among 507 ballots covering nine
possible presidential candidates in
a “grassroots ballotbox” poll re
ported Wednesday by the Helena
Independent Record.
Gov. Ronald Reagan of Califor
nia was second with 93 votes in
the newspaper’s poll, followed by
Pres. Lyndon Johnson with 71.

Auto Workers Walk Out

DETROIT—Chrysler Corp. re
turned to full production Wednes
day after a week of wildcat strikes,
but was then hit by another walk
out that closed a Detroit-area as
sembly line.
Some 40 United Auto Workers
members walked off their jobs on
one of the two production lines at
the Hamtramck assembly plant
forcing the company to send 1,500
employes home.

Greek Trial Starts

CIA Moves off Campus

Meat Inspection Urged

WASHINGTON—Because of stu
dent demonstrations, the Central
Intelligence Agency, has shifted
some of its recruiting from oncampus sites to nearby federal of
fice buildings in the New York,
Washington and Boston area.
In other parts of the nation, the
majority of CIA interviews are
still being conducted on the college
grounds, with the exception of
Colorado University, Boulder, a
CIA spokesman said.

ATHENS, Greece—A trial of 31
persons accused of plotting to over
throw the Greek military regime
opened Wednesday without com
poser Mikis Theodorakis, described
by a defense lawyer as being in a
“pre-coma condition.”
“My advice is that his presence
in court might result in his death,”
the lawyer said of the former left
ist deputy.
WASHINGTON—Betty Furness,
White House spokesman on con
sumer affairs, urged approval
Wednesday of expanded, immedi
ate, and mandatory federal meat
inspection.

Mail Center Proposed

GLASGOW—The Defense and
Post Office departments are study
ing a proposal that Glasgow AFB
be used as an international ex
change center for military mail

Anti-Poverty Funds Cut

WASHINGTON—The House ap
proved a $460 million cut in anti
poverty funds Wednesday and then
passed a bill extending the pro
gram for another year.
After a long string of defeats in
their efforts to revise the program,
the Republicans succeeded at the
last minute in cutting its authori
zation from the $2.06 billion sought
by Pres. Johnson to $1.6 billion.
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Federal Insured
Loans Available
To UM Students
Montana college students are
now eligible to receive loans
through the new Federal Insured
Loan program.
The new' loans are specifically
aimed at students who need finan
cial assistance to finish the' school
year.
Jerome R. Murphy, UM finan
cial aids officer, said that an un
dergraduate enrolled and in good
standing at any college or junior
college in Montana is eligible for
loans. Undergraduates may borrow
a maximum of $1,000 annually, and
graduate students $1,500, Mr. Mur
phy said.
Federal insured loans are fi
nanced through Montana banks at
a six per cent simple interest rate a
year. Mr. Murphy said the federal
government will pay all interest
accrued before graduation for stu
dents whose family income is less
than $15,000 a year. After gradu
ation, the student will pay the
loan principle plus three per cent
of the interest and the government
will pay the remaining three per
cent.
Students whose family incomes
are greater than $15,000 a year
may borrow from the program, but
they must repay all the interest.
Repayment of the loan begins
no earlier than nine months
or later than 12 months after the
student withdraws or graduates
from school. Mr. Murphy said that
repayment of the loan may be de
ferred if the student joins the
armed services, the Peace Corps,
VISTA, or is a full time student at
an eligible school.
The program was formerly called
the United Student Aid Program.

Telephone Calls
Jam L.A. Area
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ten
thousand teen-agers from around
the world telephoned Los Angeles
late last night, cutting off all in
coming long distance calls- to Los
Angeles County’s seven million in
habitants.
In response to published adver
tisements girls from Tokyo to Se
attle to London called the publish
ing offices of “Dig” and “Fifteen”
magazines collect, anxious for a
chance to talk with Mark Lindsay,
star of Paul Revere and the Raid
ers singing group.

Walter Schwank, chairman of
the health and physical education
department thinks institution of a
pass-fail grade system would be to
the disadvantage of marginal stu
dents in his department, according
to Academic Affairs Commissioner
Bob Fletcher.
Fletcher told Central Board last
night that Schwank told him if
the pass-fail system were installed
for physical education classes it
would be harder to get a “pass”
than it is to get a C.
Pass-fail grading, which would
replace the traditional letter grade
system with a simple pass or fail,
has been espoused as a remedy for
poor physical specimens who have
their grade point averages low
ered by their grades in physical
education courses, Fletcher said.
Contrary to the beliefs of some
students, Fletcher quoted Schwank
as saying, it is now possible to ac
curately assign letter grades to stu
dents in physical education.
’Shoddy’ Work Cited
Don Yeats, representing field
house and physical plant commis
sion, told CB his committee wants
to examine the building contracts
of Craig and Jesse Halls in an at
tempt to prevent the “shoddy
workmanship” found in these dor
mitories from recurring in future
campus buildings.
“Put a marble on the floor in
Jesse Hall and it will start rolling
by itself,” Yeats said after the
meeting. He said Craig Hall had
settled so much that $3,000 had to
be spent to refit doors into crooked
doorways.
Parking; Fee Probe
Yeats said his commission is in
vestigating campus parking fees.
The fees were to have been used
to surface campus parking lots, but
Yeats said he had reports they
were being used for general cam
pus maintenance.
John Van Heuvelen, budget and
finance commissioner, moved to
transfer $1,000 of Program Coun
cil funds to AWS to finance the
Miss U of M Pageant. The motion
was defeated unanimously.
A n d r e a Grauman, Program

Church Sorry
For Sermon
Given to LBJ
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (APJ —
The vestry of Bruton Parish
Church apologized to President
Johnson yesterday for “the dis
courtesy shown him” last Sunday,
but the church’s rector declared
“there is no lack of friendliness
here.”
The Rev. Cotesworth Pinckney
Lewis, who looked the President
in the eye while calling for “a
logical, straightforward explana
tion” of the Vietnam war, said the
action of the church’s governing
board “has given me great confi
dence.”
“These gentlemen acted as their
consciences directed them to,” Dr.
Lewis said, “just as I acted as my
conscience directed me . . . I think
it’s important that this be under
stood from the communique.”
Edward M. Riley, senior warden
of the church, said the vestry—
lay governing body of the Episco
pal Church-decided Tuesday night
to send a telegram of apology to
the President.
Asked last night if he felt the
telegram constituted a vote of no
confidence, Dr. Lewis replied, “No,
indeed!”
“These gentlemen have met and
given me great confidence,” he
said. “There is no lack of friend
liness here or proposed change in
the administration of the church.”
Dr. Lewis declined further com
ment.
He had stated his regret Tues
day that “remarks meant to be
helpful and encouraging to the
President were grossly misunder
stood as being criticaL”

Council director, said Program
Council would back the pageant
with up to $1,000.
AWS will be responsible for or
ganizing the pageant, but they will
use Program Council funds, the ap
propriation of which must be ap
proved by Miss Grauman. Any
loss or profit taken on the pageant
will be absorbed by Program
Council.
Student Forms Ready
Jere Gilles, acting editor of the
UM faculty evaluation book, told
CB the faculty evaluation forms
have been completed, and 27,000
have been printed. He said the
form goes to Faculty Senate today
for approval.
If approved, he said, the forms
will be passed out to each stu
dent in each class during the
final week of classes each quar
ter.
He said the evaluation book will
be on sale to students before fall
registration next year.
CB approved Publication Board’s
recommendation of Ron Lenn as
Kaimin photographer, and ac
cepted the resignation of Connie
Graham, Kaimin news editor.
Andrea Grauman, a member of
Academic Affairs Commission,
told CB the commission is having
a panel discussion on new courses
at a University Forum Friday in
the Lodge.

CB Members
Tour Kaimin
A visit to the Kaimin office for
all Central Board members might
help in obtaining better relations
between the Kaimin and student
government, according to Bill
Schaffer, sophomore delegate to
CB.
Schaffer, Mark Penland, and
Gary Thogersen, all sophomore
CB delegates, and Chuck Briggs,
physical plant commissioner, ob
served the production of the Kai
min last night.
The visit was initiated by Rick
Foote, Kaimin managing editor,
after complaints about the Kaimin
were expressed at Central Bodrd.
Penland said he learned to ap
preciate what the Kaimin staff
does as a result of the tour.
Thogersen said he now feels that
a lot of complaints about the Kai
min arise because of a lack of
knowledge about its operation.
The visit resulted in an under
standing of the problems of find
ing campus news which students
will read, according to Briggs.

Volleyball Clinic
Scheduled Here
Pat McChesney, a competitor in
the Mexico City international vol
leyball matches in 1961, will con
duct a volleyball clinic at the Wom
en’s Center Friday and Saturday.
The clinic will be open to mei}
and women volleyball enthusiasts
from Montana, Idaho and Wash
ington. It is free to all UM stu
dents and faculty.
Participants may register for all
or part of either session, or attend
parts of the clinic that interest
them. Registration begins at 9 am.
Friday in the Women’s Center. The
training phase will be from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 pm., and from 2:30
pm. to 4:30 pm. both days.

Cloudiness, Fog
The weather bureau forecasts
considerable cloudiness Thursday
through Friday with patches of
morning valley fog. A little cooler
Thursday and Thursday night. Low
Thursday night 30-35 with a high
Friday near 50. Chance of precipi
tation is 10 per cent Thursday and
20 per cent Friday.

Ad Hominems From Helena
While going over some back copies of the Helena Independ
ent Record yesterday, we discovered a class example of ad
hominem argument, along with some other shoddy thinking.
In an editorial in the Nov. 1 edition, the editorial writer
referred to representatives of the Committee for Intelligent
Action as “show-offs,” “weirdos,” “beardos,” “campus kooks”
and “knotheads.”
Concerning a letter protesting the war that the demonstrators
planned to mail to Pres. Johnson during the march, the writer
asked, “Why don’t they just drop the letter in a post box on
the campus, thereby sparing themselves a long walk and the
cops the unwanted chore of protecting them?”
He equated the marchers with “four nuts—including a Cath
olic priest and a Protestant preacher” who entered the Balti
more Selective Service Center and poured blood over 16
drawers of records.
“In contrast to these oddballs,” he wrote, “and those who
demonstrated at the Pentagon in recent days, there’s another
bunch in Montana and elsewhere known as Dissenting Demo
crats. They don’t like the Vietnam policy either. But rather
than engaging in a lot of exhibitionism, they’re circulating
petitions asking the Democratic Party not to renominate John
son.”
He summed up by saying, “If you don’t like the way the
government’s being run, you vote the rascals out—you don’t
demonstrate or riot them out.”
First, if it is not the American way to demonstrate to express
one’s feelings and if the CIA would have been better off to
drop' the letter in the post box on campus, why didn’t the
American Legion, which had a permit to march the following
day, forget the idea and mail letters containing tiny flags to
every superpatriot in Missoula.
Second, we grant that the march of a year ago had in its
ranks those who sought only self aggrandizement, but violence
that accompanied it weeded out the dilettantes, and the air of
responsible dissent that characterized the march this year has
proved that the only “nuts” wanting to spill blood were the
few who threw eggs from the sidelines.
Finally, we agree with the writer in his commendation of
Dissenting Democrats. We number many members of this
“bunch” among our friends and acquaintances, including Rep.
Russell L. Doty, Jr., Great Falls, and John Lawry, Dexter
Roberts, C. Barclay Kuhn, Mrs. Florence Chessin, Rudy Autio,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Huff, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Silverman and
Charlotte Fields, all of Missoula.
Incidentally, all of these persons participated in the peace
march last Friday, and E. W. Pfeiffer, another Dissenting Dem
ocrat, was one of the panelists against the war at the discussion
that followed.
Enough said.
Ben Hansen

Freeman A pproves o f Canty's Proposal
To the Kaimin:
One of the best things I have
seen in the Kaimin is Ed Canty’s
proposal that SAM should work
to develop a broad base of intelli
gent people who can discuss and
support the Vietnam War with
facts to back up viewpoints. From
my not-too-well-informed offside
position it has looked to me as if
that is what Kaimin editors and
the CIA have been inviting, with
out much success, for the past
three years. The demonstrations
all over the country, as well as in
Missoula, have been challenges to
discussion.
I realize, of course, that other
people think very differently about
demonstrations: that the Gover
nor and the editors of the Missoulian and the Great Falls Trib
une think that demonstrations are
something worse than useless. But
they think the Vietnam War is
useful. The Helena Independent
Record grew excited about the
“campus kooks,” “oddballs,” “knotheads” who wanted a peace parade
in Missoula: “That’s the trouble
with these wierdos and beardos.
They can’t seem to attract enough
attention on campus with their un
kept hair and whiskers, dirty fin
gernails and B.O.,*so they want to
parade before the townspeople.”

> Because Mr. Canty has remarked
about a thousand noisy grasshop
pers, I cannot resist recalling that
Edmund Burke, when he was op
posing the English sympathizers
with the young French Revolution
in 1790, asked his audience to real
ize that “because a half dozen
grasshoppers under a fern make
the field ring with their importu
nate chink . . . pray do not imagine
that those who make the noise are
the only inhabitants of the field
. . . or that they, after all, are oth
er than the little shrivelled, mea
gre, hopping, through loud and
troublesome, insects of the hour.”
Bjurke’s Reflections probably did
much to fulfill their own prophecy:
they helped line up the European
kings against the young revolution.
But the Revolution went on, much
more bloodily probably than it
needed to have been — at least a
great British philosopher, A. N.
Whitehead, who was deeply re
spectful of Burke’s greatness, once
called the Reflections, in its im
mediate effect, perhaps the most
harmful work ever written.
But I do not want to minimize
my approval of Mr. Canty’s posi
tive suggestion for SAM’s activity.
I think it is invaluable.
EDMUND FREEMAN
Professor of English, Emeritus

rBright
By ARTHUR HOPPE
Syndicated Columnist
The National Committee to Look
on the Bright Side wishes to salute
Defense Secretary McNamara for
bringing a nervous nation what it
needs most these days—reassur
ance.
Mr. McNamara, who looks like
a sincere insurance salesman,
called a. press conference to an
nounce grimly that he thinks the
Russians are building a new secret
weapon to blow us all up.
But, said Mr. McNamara, prac
tically bubbling over with reassur
ance, he doesn’t think it Will work
too well.
The new weapon, he says, is
called a “Fractional Orbital Bom
bardment” system or F.O.B. (Or,
as you may prefer to think of it,
F.O.B. Moscow.) And instead of
being a high lob, it’s kind of an
overhead smash.
The way it works now, if the
Russians take it in their heads to
drop a thermonuclear bomb on, say
Trenton, N.J., they lob an I.C.B.M.
up 800 miles and 15 minutes later
—splat—there goes Trenton, N.J.
But under the new system they
send it (F.O.B. Moscow) into a low
orbit a mere 100 miles up just like
another satellite! “Ho-hum,” we
say, “just another satellite.”
Three minutes later, with only a
third of the first orbit completed,
the brakes are put on and the
whole thing goes smashing in' on
Trenton, N.J. Only it hits Phila
delphia—splat—instead.
For that’s where Mr. McNa
mara’s reassurance comes in. The
F.O.B. Moscow is, he reassures us,
“significantly less” accurate than
the good old I.C.B.M.
Thus Philadelphia can take com
fort in that final blinding flash in
the secure inner knowledge that,
“Ho, ho, ho, they were aiming at
Trenton. That sure is one on
them. Oh, they’ll die laughing.”
Nor is that all. At least equally
reassuring is the fact that the Rus
sians, when they blow up Phila
delphia or wherever, will not be
violating any treaties. Thanks to a
technicality.
The only treaty they could vio
late, of course, is the one against
putting a nuclear warhead in orbit.
But “they agreed not to place
warheads in full orbit,” as Mr. Mc
Namara reassuringly points out.
“This is a fractional orbit and
hence not a violation.”
The only danger here, then, is

Dooley Suggests
Idea to SAM, C IA

To the Kaimin:
Several letters appearing recent
ly in Ann Landers’ column have
given me second thoughts on the
functions of the pro-anti-war
groups on campus. The letters were
from servicemen in Vietnam ask
ing people at home to send in
fant’s wear, toys, or trinkets for
distribution to orphans at Christ
mas.
In their attempts to sway stu
dent thought and increase mem
bership, the protest and protest
protesting groups are neglecting to
provide a valuable service to the
vast number of students and other
citizens in our community who
would like to express their hopes
for peace without aligning with
any special faction. Why have
these groups, or any campus or
ganization for that matter, not set
up a collection center for dona
tions to the naked and starving
children of Vietnam? Such cen
ters already are in operation in
several cities, taking advantage
of special bulk postage rates of
fered in Vietnam.
I do not see how such a service
could be offensive either to the
hawk or dove elements on campus.
If the war continues for ten years
Policy on Letters to the Editor
as some strategists predict, these
orphans
will become our
Letters generally should he no longer than 400 words, prefer allies. Ifhopefully
we were to pull out to
ably typed and triple spaced, with the writer’s full name, major morrow, we would hope to have
a lasting favoring image of
and class, address and phone number listed. They should be left
America. In either case, I think a
brought or mailed to the Montana Kaimin office in Room 206 cheap toy sent from our campus
would do more to create that im
of the Journalism Building by 2 p.m. the day before publica age than a ton of napalm from the
tion. The editor reserves the right to edit or reject any letter. Pentagon.
DON DOOLEY
Graduate, Business
2 — MONTANA KAIMIN
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S
ide9Salutes McNama
that the brakes don’t work and the
F.O.B. Moscow makes a couple of
orbits before it lands on Trenton
or Sioux Falls or wherever. This
would be a clear treaty violation
and we would have to take stem
retaliatory measures — such as
blowing up the world.
But Mr. McNamara obviously
has confidence the F.O.B. Moscow’s
brake system will work and that it
will blow us up in three minutes
as advertised. And if he’s not wor
ried on this score, there’s certainly
no reason we should be.
So join with our Committee and
Mr. McNamara in Looking on the
Bright Side. Rest assured that if

Drafting Supplies
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PORTRAITS
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I
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Everything for Your Drafting
or Cartography Needs

Missoula Blueprint Co.

1601 S. Ave. W.

an F.O.B. Moscow blows you up
it’s probably a mistake and per
fectly legal. And, above all, have
faith in your Secretary of De
fense’s reassuring analysis of this
new product on the thermonuclear
market.
And now, our minds once again
at ease, let’s all go for a nice drive
in the country. In our ’68 Edsels.

Ph. 549-0250
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the roa6 goes eveR on
a song cycle * music bv
6onali> swann •••poems
By i. r. r. tolkien
Now the songs of F ro d o , Bilbo, Sam Treebeard and
Tom Bombadil can be sung or played by all. Donald
Swann, of Flanders and Swann, has, with the assist*
ance and encouragement of Professor Tolkien, set
seven songs from The L o rd o f The R in g s t o music.
Each song may be sung individually or taken together
as a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements
are for piano or voice and guitar symbols are given.
$3.95

poems and songs of middle eaRth
R EAD BY J .R .R . T O L K IE N

For his first venture into the recording world Professor
Tolkien has chosen to read from the delightful poems
of Tom Bombadil. On the reverse side William Elvin
sings the songs from The R o o d Goes Ever On with
Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a m ust
Caedmon Record fTC 1231
$5.99
Aw libh a t y o vr coli«g«bookstore
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

DON’T MISS
the
Annual Art Print Sale
Friday, November 17, 1967

Art Prints, Posters, Serigraphs
and a Fine Variety of
Psychedelics

ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS’ STORE j

Johnson Will Have Hard Fight to Regain Popularity
By JAMES MARLOW
AP News Analyst
WASHINGTON AP) — In public
opinion, Pres. Johnson, according
to the polls, is near the bottom of
the barrel. There is no place for
him to go now but up.
To go up he will have to start
fighting, for a change. Much of
his time in the White House has
been like living in a monastery,
he has done so little talking to the
people about national problems.
But as a politician, and with the
1968 elections coming up, it can
be taken for granted he will try to
fight to restore himself in the pub
lic mind. How he fights will be one
of the most fascinating sights be
tween now and the elections.
It has become a cliche to say his
popularity, including both public
liking and confidence, would leap
up if the Vietnam war suddenly
ended; But that would be depend
ing on a miracle, if he waited for
that.
He will probably have to plug
along without that kind of help.
Yet public opinion about the
President — as expressed in polls
—has been neither very perceptive
nor brilliant. One example is what
happened after his two meetings
in June with Soviet Premier Alexei
N. Kosygin in Glassboro, N.J. '
The Louis Harris poll, published
within two weeks after those meet
ings, showed Johnson’s popularity'
had shot up to 54 per cent, an 11
per cent jump over a couple of
months before.
It must have been the glamor, or
hope, that made the difference,
not the facts* for so far as the
public knew the two meetings ac
complished absolutely nothing.
Time passed, the memory of
Glassboro dimmed, the Vietnam

war dragged on, as it had been do
ing before Glassboro, and both the
Harris and Gallup polls show now
Johnson’s standing with the peo
ple is at. an all-time low. Yet, be
tween Glassboro and now nothing
has changed.
Since the biggest monkey on
Johnson’s back is, and has been
almost from the beginning of his
presidency, the Vietnam war, it
would seem he would use every
device to lighten the load.
One handy device would have
been repeated talks to the nation
on the war, with explanations.
Years from now biographers and
historians will have a field day try
ing to explain Johnson’s growing
reluctance to make nationwide
talks.
This is particularly strange since,
in private, he talks incessantly and
with force. He realizes he is not at
his best making speeches, this writ
er has been told.
Among the presidents he is the
poorest speechmaker since Cal
vin Coolidge.
Again and again his speeches are
full of corn and platitudes. Wheth
er this is his doing is not clear.

What he seems to need badly are
better speechwriters.
Even Pres. Harry S. Truman,
with less education than Johnson,
was better at public speaking.
There were no decorations, no lit
erary flourishes, or attempts at
them. Truman was terse, tough
and to the point.
The last time Johnson made a
full-length talk on Vietnam was.
Sept. 29. It’s hard to remember
when he did the same before. In
stead, he has a habit, of throwing
in bits and pieces on Vietnam in a
speech.
. But those bits and pieces, in a
talk that roams over other Sub
jects, too, get lost to view and
memory. Recently Johnson has
been depending on aides—like Vice
Pres. Hubert H. Humphrey and
Secretary of State Dean Rusk—to
answer the critics on Vietnam. The
result: the criticism increases.
That there is a broad desire for
explanations from Johnson was il
lustrated last Sunday when a min
ister, .who should have taken the
trouble to be better informed on
some details, undertook to criticize
Johnson for not talking more.
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Johnson sat in a pew listening to
him.
Johnson ‘is at his best out of
public sight, dealing with people.
But -the public cannot see that and
—judging from how quickly the
public has forgotten his tremen
dous achievements with legislation
in 1965—would not even remem
ber.
His concentration on the war
seems to have gotten in the way

of working on Congress. That has
a price tag on it: When Congress
finally finishes up this year its rec
ord will be unimpressive.
In short, to resurrect himself in
public esteem Johnson will have to
perform on his own, in full sight
of the public whose approval means
so much to his ego and his political
future.
Watching him do it, or try to, is
what will be fascinating.

Thanksgiving
is a time to
remember friends
with greeting cards

from

• Hallmark
Greeting
Cards
• Table and
Room
Decorations

Don’s Drug
1407

S.

Higgins

549-5171

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 2 0 0 0 8
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
■

Name:__

!

Address:

We*reholding
the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 2 0 % off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
w here and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It’s a good deal. And a t a
good place.

Sheraton Hotels &Motor Inns
155 Hotels and Motor Inns in major cities.
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68 Camaro:
Accelerates sm oother, hugs the road tighter,
rides q u ie te r than ever before.
A quiet car speaks for Itself.
That’s why Chevrplet went
all out to make the ’68
Camaro smoother, steadier
and more silent than ever.
Comoro's famous roadhugging performance has
been improved with a refined
suspension system.
Camaro's big-car ride has
been improved, too. Soft
rubber cushions snuff out

road noise and vibrations.
Even Camaro's new Astro
Ventilation works for your
peace and quiet. Adjustable
vent-ports built in the
instrument panel let outside
air circulate without wind or
noise. You don't even have
to open a window! It all adds
up to the silent ride of quality.
See for, yourself. Put a hushed
'68 Camaro through its paces
at your Chevrolet dealer's.

All these Chevrolet
quality features, too:

9 Unitized all-welded
Body by Fisher.
9 Power team choices up
to a 396-cubic-inch V8.
9 Self-adjusting SafetyMaster brakes with
dual cylinders.

9 An automatic buzzer
that reminds you to
take your keys with
you.
9 Proved safety features
like the GM-developed
energy-absorbing
steering column and
many new ones that
include armrestshielded door handles.

Gjjjj

Be smart! Be sure! Buy now a t your Chevrolet dealer's;

All Chevrolets are priced for greater value! The lowest priced 1968 Chevrolets are (models not shown): Corvalr 500 Sport Coupe
$2,220.00; Chevy II Nova Coupe $2,199.00; Camaro Sport Coupe $2,565.00; Chevelle 300 Coupe $2,318.00; Chevrolet
Biscayne 2-Door Sedan $2,558.00; Corvette Convertible $4,320.00. Manufacturer's suggested retail prices Including Federal Excise Tax,
suggeitid dealer delivery and handling charges. Transportation charges, accessories, optional equipment, state and local taxes-^ddiilpeerfr
Thurs., Nov. 16, 1967
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By ART LINDSTROM
The Grizzlies may not be the biggest team in the conference
but they have earned the title of the most determined and
hardest hitting team anyone has played this year.
This acclaim comes from Saturday’s effort against the Utah
State Aggies. The Grizzlies lost the game 20-14 but their
strength was felt by the Aggies.
The Aggie dressing room was a happy place Saturday, but
the Aggie players and coaches realized that they hadn’t walked
away with anything. They realized they had been fortunate
that day but they were not looking forward to next year’s
encounter.
“The Grizzlies are a tremendous team,” said Head Coach
Chuck Mills. “We didn't play a bad game—they just played
a hell of a good game. Swarthout has come up With something
just short of a miracle in this year’s team.”
“They are a hard-hitting team and they never quit hitting,”
continued Mills. “I am not looking forward to meeting Swarth
out next year.”
The Grizzlies showed their offensive strength with 191 yards
rushing against the Aggies. With the outstanding help of
Bill (The Spoiler) Staley, the Aggies had been allowing only
75.6 yards per game rushing by the opponents. “The Spoiler”
got his name last year when he personally pushed Nebraska
from a scoring position on the one-yard line back to the 23 in
three consecutive plays.
“The Grizzly interior linemen are the best I have played
against this season,” said Staley, the huge all-American candi
date. “They are quick and tremendous hitters.”
“This was not a good game for me,” said “The Spoiler,” last
week’s Sports Illustrated lineman of the week.
“Montana’s offense was the toughest yet,” said Aggie quar
terback John Pappas. “They had three and four men in there
every time. They didn’t make many mistakes, in fact they
made fewer mistakes than us but the mistakes they did make
are what hurt them,” Pappas said.
What were Montana’s mistakes? Crucial fumbles that led
to touchdowns, sloppy pass coverage that set up touchdowns
and a couple of interceptions that could have been avoided.
“I didn’t have much contact with the Grizzlies but I heard
a lot of complaints from the backs about how hard Montana
was hitting,” Pappas said. “It’s impressive that a team can hit
so hard and yet be so clean.”
“Montana’s guards are a weak point but I found plenty of
opposition when I ran off tackle,” commented Altie Taylor,
who was leading rusher in the game with 145 yards. “The
toughest running was on the sweeps.”
“Montana hit me hardest of any team I have run against
so far,” continued Taylor. “Next year could be a different
story when our teams meet.”
Win, lose or draw against Portland State Saturday the coach
ing staff led by Jack Swarthout has already given UM a suc
cessful season. Next year’s football team should bring home
the conference championship, especially if this year’s team
is any indicator.

Magnuson Eyes Pro Prospects
.By TERRY KREVGER
Special to the Kaimin
The University of Montana’s
fullback, Bryan Magnuson, has
his eye on a career in professional
football.
In nine games this year, Magnu
son has gained 717 yards in 139
carries for an average of 5.2 yards
per carry and, according to pro
scouts, has done an excellent job
of blocking.
He has been interviewed by the
San Diego Chargers and the Kan
sas City Chiefs of the American
Football League, and the Chicago
Bears, Cleveland Browns, New Or
leans Saints, and Dallas Cowboys
of the National Football League.
Several other teams have made
inquiries about him asking height,
weight, whether or not he has had
any injuries, and what his draft
status is.. However, he said these
don’t mean much because pro
teams send out a lot of question
naires to a lot of college football
players.
Magnuson is interested in pro
fessional football because “there is
good money in it,” and because of
the valuable business contacts that
a player can make.
At 219 pounds he says he is big
enough to play in the pros. “The
pros want you to be as big as you
can and still be able to move. Even
if I lifted weights the biggest I
could get would be 225 or 230
pounds,” he said.
Magnuson claims “luck” was the
biggest factor in his transforma
tion from a second string full
back and defensive end last year
to the Tips leading rushers this fall.
When Jack Swarthout became
head football coach, be left the
fullback spot open to whoever
could win it. Magnuson said he
had some good days when he got
the chance, while his competition
had some poor ones. Also, he lost
ten pounds and returned at his
playing weight for the first time
in three years.
Though he would rather play
offense, he said defense is the
most important part of the game.
"Sure you can win a game with
offense, but you can win it with
defense too,” he said. “Defense is
what keeps you from losing it.”
Magnuson takes his extensive
coverage in the Montana news
papers with mixed emotions. "It
makes good reading. The only
thing that bothers me is that the
opposition reads it too, and get real
ly mentally prepared,” he stated.
Perhaps the most unusual aspect
of this years Grizzlies has been the
field goal kicking corps. “Mick
O’Neil kicks the short field goals, I
kick the middle range ones, and
Ron Bains kicks the long range

ones. From my record it’s a good
thing we don’t have to attempt 'Wo
many middle range field goals,”
he said.
Magnuson’s first varsity experi
ence was at the University of

Minnesota where he played under
Murray Warmouth. .He said the
Big Ten is a better league over-all,
but that the best players in the
Big Sky Conference could play in
the Big Ten.

MORE TIRE MILEAGE!
Inflate Your Tires With
N IT R O G E N

DRIVE IN

MUELLER TIRE CO.
130 WEST BROADWAY

SECOND BIG WEEK!

th e R E D
BARON

POPCORN

highway 93 south

^
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Faculty Bowting
W L Tot.
Bus. Office 2 __ 14% 6% 18%
Physical Ed. ........13% 7% 18%
Physical Plant .__ 11 10 15
Bus. Office 1 _. .... 11 10 14
Cents ............ __ 10 11 14
Food Service .__ 10 11 14
Dollars___ ___ 10 11 14
Botany ........ . ....... 9% 11% 13%
Library _______ 10 11 13
12 12
Journalism .....___9
Chem-Pharm ..___ 9 11% 11%
Education ___ ___8
13 10
High Team Series: Business Of
fice 1, 2474; Business Office 2, 2358;
Botany, 2316.
High Team Game: Business Of
fice 1, 882; Journalism, 837; Busi
ness Office 2, 819.
High Individual Series: Jette,
558; Fevold, 542; Greaves, 528.
High Individual Game: Bolle,
208; Fevold, 204; Lewis, 203.
No bowling next Tuesday, Nov.
21. We’ll bowl the Nov. 21 sched
ule on Tuesday, Nov. 28. The Nov.
28 competition was omitted from
the mimeographed schedule.

Coin Operated
SAVE TIME! SAVE MONEY!

when you serve yourself
to
Highest Quality Gasoline

This handsome Floater after ski boot has been
chosen for wear by Our Olympic team at the
Winter Olympic Games to be held in Gren
oble, France in February 1968.
You will love the lightweight Floater con
struction and the pile linings. Silicone treated
for water resistance, and the tank track sole made of Good
year Neolite Tufsyn Crepe, make this boot a rugged match
for all winter weather. Come on In and try a pair of these
lightweights with the built In muscle. Black Leather $18.95

Everything in
Music!
M U S I C

men’s store

C E N T E R
Holiday Village

Missoula, 1035 Mount Avenue

Holiday Village
».UiiiAAAAAlAiAAlilAAAlAAAAiiAAiAiAAAAiAAAAAlAAii
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Big Sky Outlook

MSU Bobcats to Meet Aztecs,
Idaho to Tangle With Houston
WEBER

NOVEMBER 11

6-42
Pacific
30-14
Fresno State
16-6
Idaho State
14-41
MSU
19-14
Montana
6-31
Oregon
28-27
Parsons
17-28
Weber
14-52
Wash. State

MONTANA
MONT. ST.
6-24
N. Dak. State
19-14
26-35
3-24
New Mexico W. Texas State U No. Dak.
7-3
22-24
52-7
U S. Dak.
S. Dak. State Portland State
13-12
21-20
6-16
Weber
Fresno State
Idaho
41-14
21-7
0-58
Pacific
Tulsa U
Idaho State
14-19
24-7
7-24
Idaho
Idaho State
MSU
21-6
20-0
0-20
Weber
Idaho State
Montana
10-7
20-16
7-19
N. Ariz. State
U N. Dak.
Weber
8-14
6-21
14-8
Hawaii
Montana
MSU
14-20
0-24
Utah State
Parsons

LA State
14-31
Parsons
6-21
MSU
19-7
Idaho State
28-17
Idaho
41-21
Portland State

NOVEMBER 18

Houston

San Diego St.

Portland State

W. Col. State

IDAHO

IDAHO ST.

SEPTEMBER 9
SEPTEMBER 16
"SEPTEMBER 23
SEPTEMBER 30
'OCTOBER 7
OCTOBER 14
OCTOBER 21
OCTOBER 28
NOVEMBER 4

NOVEMBER 23

29-28
N. Ariz. State
12-58
San Diego St.
12-13
Montana

Lee White, Weber, jumped ahead
of Don Hass, MSU, in total yards
rushing. White has carried the ball
251 times for 1,236 yards. Hass has
231 carries for 1,171 yards.
Ron Baines, UM, leads the field
for touchdown passes caught with
five and he is the leading Grizzly
scorer with 37 points. In addition
to the five touchdown passes
caught, Baines has made one
touchdown rushing and kicked one
extra point.
The Grizzlies are still leading in
total defense allowing 289 yards
per game but have dropped to sec
ond place in rush defense. The
Bobcats now lead in rush*defense
allowing 174 yards per game com
pared to the Grizzlies with 175
yards per game.

AP Picks UCLA Over USC
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — It’s a case
of a good quarterback, Gary Beban, against an explosive runner,
O. J. Simpson — and we have to
go with the quarterback in the
Game of the Year Saturday at
Los Angeles.
The bet here is that Beban,
passing and scrambling for UCLA,
■will roll up more yards and touchdonws than the sprinter Simpson
for USC — with the decisive points
perhaps ■ coming from the toe of
UCLA’s Zenon Andrusyshyn. If
you can’t spell it, how can you stop
it?
Last week: 35-13, .729. Season:
393-135, .744.
UCLA 25, Southern California
22: The Trojans are favored by
3% but still must be a bit mental
ly down from the 3-0 loss to Ore
gon State. Also, Tommy Prothro’s
boys are smarting over the last
Rose Bowl snub. The underdogs’
smoke will fog up the TV screens.
Tennessee 15, Mississippi 10:
Chalk this one up to the Volunteer
seniors who never have beaten an
Ole Miss team.
Purdue 24, Michigan State 7:
Once a loaf of bread is sliced, it
makes no difference how many
times you slice it. Poor Duffy.
Indiana 14, Minnesota 7: A team
that won’t be whipped can’t be
whipped. The maturing Hoosier
sophomores pull out another one.
Texas, El Paso, 33, Wyoming 25:
The Cowboys bite the dust in this
Western thriller and another per
fect record falls.
Oregon State 21, Oregon 14:
No need for the Beavers to call
on Mike Haggard’s field goal mas
tery but the game will be close.
Oklahoma 28, Kansas 7: The
Sooners should be dreaming of
basking in Miami sunshine.
Notre Dame 20, Georgia Tech 7:
You can expect snow in Georgia—
Paul Snow is split end for the
Irish.
North Carolina State 18, Clem-

against Portland State.
Montana State’s Bobcats have
had two weeks of rest, if the drill
sessions imposed by coach Jim
Sqeeney can be called that. Sween
ey has been priming the upsetminded Bobcats with new defen
sive strategy designed to contain
the Aztecs’ running game.
At the same time, Sweeney has
the Bobcats working on their pass
ing game, anticipating that Don
Hass may find himself bottled up
on the ground by a team which
has 28 straight games, 8 of them
this season.

Study While You Wash!
Study Tables9Chairs Provided
for UM Students
at

Portland State

Steiner Leads Conference for TD Passes
Montana’s quarterback Ed Stein■er may not be the best passer
in the conference but he has
"thrown more touchdowns than any
•other quarterback in the league.
Steiner has completed 31 of 89
passes for 429 yards and seven
"touchdowns. This gives him a 34.8
per cent completion record and a
fourth place standing among the
•conference quarterbacks. Steiner
lias had eight interceptions.
Paul Waite, Weber State, is the
leading passer, completing 88 of
182 passes for 1,087 yards and a
48.3 per cent completion record.
Montana’s Bryan Magnuson has
"the leading ground gaining aver
age with 5.2 yards per carry. Magnuson has gained 717 yards in 139
carries.

The last weekend of action for
most Big Sky Conference football
teams pits the league’s champion,
Montana State University, against
the nation’s top-ranked team, San
Diego State.
That California game and the
University of Idaho’s contest with
the University of Houston in Texas
are night games. Saturday after
noon, the UM tangles with Port
land State in Oregon and Weber
State invades Western Colorado
State at Gunnison.
Idaho State, idle this weekend,
ends its regular season Nov. 23

son 15: Good chance for upset
here but Frank Howard’s boys may
be looking ahead to South Caro
lina.
Texas 25, Texas Christian 14:
TGil’s spectacular comeback runs
into a barbed-wire fence.

Idaho’s J e r r y Hendren was
named offensive player of the
week for his efforts in the Van
dals losing cause to Washington
State. In that game Hendren
caught 10 passes for 78 yards and
one touchdown. That broke the
conference record of p a s s e s
caught in a game. Phil Tuckett,
Weber State, established the rec
ord last year catching nine passes.
Weber State’s Jack Farnsworth
was named outstanding defensive
player for his part of the Weber
defeat over Portland State.
The Grizzlies are ahead of last
year’s team at least on the statis
tic sheets. Last year’s team gained
1,280 yards while giving up 1,523
yards. This year the team has
gained 1,998 yards and has given
up 1,578 yards rushing. The 1966
squad is ahead in passing with 521
yards compared to 1967 with 492
yards.
In total offense this year’s team
outgained last year’s 2,460 yards
to 1,801 yards and gave up less
yardage, 2,604 to 3,055.
Last year the Grizzlies scored 51
points and the opponents 236. This
year the Grizzlies have scored 126
points to the opponents 96.

Pauli’s Laundercenter
Next to Tremper’s Shopping Center

To W ra p U p a G re a t Season . . .
Grizzlies_______ 28
Portland State __ 6
Our Complete Fall Line of Suits
and Sport Coats Are Here!

Everything New in Country Plaids, Glen Plaids,
Chalk Stripes, Solid Herringbones and
Harris-Tweeds
YOU’LL FIND THE PRICES RIGHT AT

the

P-rgiOT
Room
BELOW DECKS
YANDT’S MEN’S WEAR
403 N. HIGGINS
“The Room for the Bold Man”
Thors., Nov. 16, 1967
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Professor Says Three Persons Shot Kennedy
NEW YORK (AP)—A philoso
phy professor turned investigator
says the Warren Commission was
wrong in ruling that Lee Harvey
Oswald was the lone killer of
President Kennedy.
“There were four sl)ots from
three guns,” writes Josiah Thomp
son in an article in the Dec. 2
issue of the Saturday Evening Post.
Thompson formed his conclu
sions on his own detailed investi
gation of films of the assassination,
the Warren Commission’s 26 vol
umes and further commission evi
dence in the National Archives.
Thompson says his “new evi
dence does not prove that the as
sassination was a conspiracy. Nor
does it prove Oswald’s innocence.
It shows that the question of Os
wald’s guilt must remain—four
years after the event—still un
answered.”
In an editorial the Post said:
“We believe the Kennedy mys
tery has not been solved, but the
case is not closed.
’ “Many readers—and perhaps

many officials, too—react to the
whole subject by turning away and
trying to avoid it. Is the question
really too ulgy to be raised, or are
we just too childish to face real
ity?”
Thompson, 32, a Navy veteran
and graduate of Yale university,
now teaches at Haverford College.
His article was extracted from his
book, “Six Seconds in Dallas,” not
yet published.
Thompson argues the first and
third shots fired at the Presidential
motorcade struck Kennedy. Most
likely they were fired from the
Texas School Book Depository but
not necessarily by Oswald, he says.
The second shot, Thompson
claims, was fired from another
building to the rear of the motor
cade—most probably the Dallas
County Records Building, catercorner from the depository. This
bullet, he theorizes, was the one
that wounded Gov. John Connally.
Almost immediately after the
third shot hit Kennedy in the head,

Thompson claims a fourth shot also nally, as the commission has al
s t r u c k the President’s head. leged. Thompson claims bullet 399
Thompson believes this shot was probably penetrated only a short
fired from in front of the presi way into the President’s back, fell
dential limousine in the vicinity out later at Parkland Hospital dur
of a fence and some trees where ing the President’s emergency
an eyewitness had seen a puff of treatment, and was found by a
smoke and where several cars had souvenir hunter who placed it in
been seen shortly before the assas a nearby stretcher when he real
ized its significance.
sination.
The commission concluded bullet
Thompson based his conclusions
in part .on an amateur movie 399 had wounded both Kennedy
filmed during the assassination by and the Texas governor and sub
Abraham Zapruder, a spectator. sequently fell from Connally onto
The movie was also central to the his stretcher. This is the so-called
Warren Commission’s findings. “single bullet theory” which is
Thompson, however, says his central to the Warren Report.
studies were made of a sharper
copy of the original—purchased
from Zapruder by Life magazine
for $25,000—than the film the .com
mission had, which he gays is a
copy of a copy of the original.
He also doubts, as have many
other critics of the commission,
that commission exhibit 399, an
almost undamaged bullet fired
from Oswald’s rifle, could have
wounded both Kennedy’ and Con-

Friday and Saturday . . .

Russian, United States Policies
Might Be Classified as Failures
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Are the United States and the
Spviet Union, the two most power
ful nations in all history, resound
ing failures as great powers?
Fifty years have passed since
communism seized power in Rus
sia. The anniversary finds the Rus
sians and their chief antagonists,
the Americans, engaged in soulsearching.
The milepost finds Americans
bogged down in a Southeast Asian
war threatening to erode U. S.
world leadership. It finds the
Kremlin beset with problems, un
happily aware of a waning au
thority in the world of revolution
aries and possibly caught up in
severe internal conflict.
The United States has never
learned to act like a great power,
in the opinion of George F. Kennan, one of the most celebrated of
contemporary American diplomats.
In his “Memoirs, 1925-1950,”
just published by Little, Brown &

Co., he contends Washington’s
dealings with the Russians for
years were marked by naivete
and an anxiety on the part of
U.S. statesmen to look good to the
folks back home.
“One of the most consistent and
incurable traits of American states
manship,” he says, “is its neurotic
self-consciousness and introver
sion.
Kennan, the Mr. X who wrote
the “containment policy” against
Soviet expansion, evidently still
feels to this day that American
statesmanship has yet to come of
age.
The anxiety of U.S. policy mak
ers about how they look to U.S.
public opinion, he writes, has
placed often on American states
manship “the stamp of certain his
trionic futility,” making it ineffec
tive in the pursuit of real national
objectives. And until Americans
learn better, he holds, “the coun
try will not have a mature and ef

fective foreign policy worthy of a
great power.”
What Kennan saw in his terms
of service as a diplomat in Mos
cow convinced him that U.S. policy
toward the Soviet Union, and plans
and commitments made for shap
ing the postwar world, were “based
on a dangerous misreading of the
personality, the intentions and the
political situation of the Soviet
leadership.”
But what of the Russians? They
had their big failures, too. These
have been glaringly brought to
light recently by the Chinese Com
munist defection from the Krem
lin leadership.
“There is today,” Kennan writes,
“no such thing as ‘communism’ in
the sense that there was in 1947;
there are only a number of na
tional regimes which cloak them
selves in the verbal trappings of
radical Marxism and follow do
mestic policies influenced to one
degree or another by Marxist con
cepts.”

Con Ed Working Toward Power Stability
NEW YORK (AP) — Power of
ficials, working for two years to
prevent a recurrence of the Nov.
9, 1965, blackout which plunged
more than 30 million persons into
darkness for hours, say progress
has been made.
They’ve formed a power coor
dinating council, installed special
alarm systems and protective de
vices, and taken steps to insure
continued electric service in case
of a “massive, sudden demand for
power.” But the possibility that it
can happen again still exists.
It did last week.
A disruption in a transmission
line connecting Montreal, a city of
more than a million, with a dis
tant power site caused) a power
cutoff to the city and surrounding
areas for more than two hours.
The 1965 Northeast blackout left
the inhabitants of 80,000 square
miles in seven states and two
Canadian provinces without light
for hours. It began at 5:15 p.m.
when a Canadian electric plant
reacted to a power overload by
shutting down. The overload was
shunted to other connected plants
in both countries and they also
shut down.
Just 12 minutes later, at 5:27
p.m., the lights holding back the
A CAMPUS A MINUTE
Paula Shirk, an MSU coed, re
cently was sentenced to 107 cam
puses for being 107 minutes late in
returning to the dormitory after
having car trouble. AWS con
fronted her with the possibility of
serving ten token campuses, but
Miss Shirk refused, saying she
either was guilty or innocent. All
campuses were lifted.
6 — M ONTANA KAIMIN
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night for the millions living in
New York, flickered, dimmed and
died. They stayed out for up to 13
hours.
A spokesman for Consolidated
Edison says his company installed
units at all 12 of its major generat
ing stations to shutdown the ma
chinery in case all outside power
is lost and to provide emergency
lighting and startup power at the
stations.
He said Con Ed also has joined
with other utility companies to
form the Northeast Power Co
ordinating Council in New York

In attacking this and the theory
of a single assassin, Thompson re
fers to discrepancies of eye and.
ear witnesses to the crime as well
as medical testimony which havebeen variously interpreted by the
Warren Commission as well as itscritics.
In reconstructing the assassina
tion, Thompson says his “scenariois an amalagam of hard fact and
educated speculation.”
He draws his theory of three
assassins from interpretation of the
facts -of timing of the frames of
the Zapruder film, but he~3oes not
speculate on who the gunmen are.

State, New England and Eastern
Canada and that all are linked by
major transmission lines.
If there were a sudden, great de
mand for power, he said, equip
ment now installed^ would reduce
voltage.
“By reducing the voltage,” he
said, “you reduce the demand by
customers on the system. In effect,
we would dim every customer’s
lights a little but no one’s lights
would go out.”
“I don’t think anyone would say
that a recurrence of the 1965 black
out is impossible,” he said.

AND GREAT ACTION COMPANION HIT!
John Wayne - Lee Marvin - James Stewart
“THE MAN WHO SHOT
LIBERTY VALANCE”
From the Story by Missoula’s and UM’s
Own Dorothy Johnson!
The Fabulous New

GO WEST!

EIGHT
BALL
BILLIARDS

Drive-In Theatre

3103 Russell
“Missoula’s Finest and Most
Complete Billiard Lounge”

Features FREE Adult Practice
Sessions Weekdays and Sundays

10 a.m. - Noon
BRING YOUR DATE FOR A COKE AND A GAME!

DAIRY GO ROUND
Adjacent to Eight Ball Billiards
Complete Grill and Ice Cream. Menu
Footlong Hotdogs ____________________ 25f
LARGE ORDER FRIES ONLY 8*
WITH THIS AD
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4 - 4 - 2

First National
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Beat Portland State
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Sen. Dirksen Prediets Failure
For Three Johnson Programs
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Republi
can Leader Everett M. Dirksen predicts
Pres. Johnson’s proposals for a tax hike,
crime control legislation and a civil rights
bill won’t clear Congress this session.
But he said they appear the only doubt
ful finishers in a round dozen major ad
ministration proposals he indicated Repub
licans will help pass before quitting until
next year.
Dirksen told a news conference Congress
can wind up the session Dec. 15 if the
members will be “good boys and stay on the
job.” He said he would push for a delay
of the next session’s opening until midJanuary in that case.
Although he would not say if he would
join in it, Dirksen forecast a Senate fili
buster if the civil rights bill is brought up.
The measure would outlaw the use of
force to prevent the exercise by minorities
of federally-guaranteed civil rights. •
Dirksen repeated his earlier assertions '
that the House-passed bill is one-sided
because it would protect only minorities
and not all citizens. He said it probably
could not pass the Senate in its present
form even if there were no filibuster.
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield has

G o in g H o m e fo r T h an ksg ivin g?
Take Dad a New Pipe and Mom
a Box of Delicious Candy!

delayed any final decision but has indicated
he may let the measure go over until next
year. .
A crime control bill the administration
originally wanted now is on its blacklist
because of wire-tapping and other amend
ments tacked onto it by a Seante Judiciary
subcommittee. Dirksen said action on it is
doubtful.
The Republican leader made clear he
doesn’t think there will be final action in
this session on import-curbing bills, John
son has threatened to veto. Dirksen said
the Senate may act on a proposal to limit
textile imports but expressed doubt the
House would be willing to take it up.
Johnson apepars to have little if any
chance of getting action on his proposed
10 per cent income tax surcharge, Dirksen
said. He added he agrees with House Re
publican leaders that there is no support
among the people for any kind of tax in
crease at this time.
But he said the prospect for other ad
ministration measures seemed bright.
Dirksen listed among these antipoverty,
educational, meat inspection, Social Secur
ity, foreign aid, military construction, pub
lic works, postal rate-pay, military pay and
juvenile delinquency measures.
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135 West Main
“At the Sign of the Red Boot”

Army Says Viet Cong Improving
Captured Prisoners’ Treatment

VISITING IN
SOMEONE’S

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Ar
my is telling its soldiers the Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese ap
parently are showing a “growing
awareness of the necessity for hu
mane treatment of prisoners.”
A recently-issued troop informa
tion booklet on the rights of war

prisoners cites as backing for this whenever we want to show them
assissment documents captured the prisoners before the masses in
from the Viet Cong in South Viet order to bring down the enemy’s
nam.
prestige or arouse the people’s re
The booklet was published in sentment,” it says.
September, two months before the
The paper says “no permission is
Viet Cong released this week three granted to beat or to bind prison
American Army sergeants it had ers.”
held.
Before a prisoner is sent to a
The Army translated and declas compound, it says, he will be is
sified two documents, both cap sued pajamas, a towel, sandals or
tured last year, at the request of wooden shoes.
a newsman.
In prison, the document says, the
One of the documents, bearing captive “will be issued according
the heading “Democratic Republic to the prescribed standard a blan
of Viet Nam,” admonishes against ket, a mosquito net and a mat.”
“the binding of prisoners’ legs and
There are also these instructions
arms and carrying him like a pig.” for disposal of bodies:
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP)—
It calls for “fair treatment” of
—“Bury
enemy bodies and mark
Victors in a congressional primary prisoners and says: “We give them
tset which sank the political hopes sufficient food and clothing. We do their graves with apitaphs.
—“Gather all personal relics of
bf Shirley Temple Black agreed not beat or insult them and pro
Central Political Agency.
yesterday Vietnam will continue ceed with brainwashing . . .”
the No. 1 issue in next month’s
—“Keep secret the deceased’s
The document reserves to North
runoff.
Vietnam’s Central Political Agency name, age and unit.”
Republican Paul N. McCloskey, the decision on whether prisoners
The document spells out “verbal
40, a veteran of the Korean War, should be exploited for propa orders and sentences to be used
attributed his one-sided triumph ganda purposes.
with U.S. prisoners” and instructs
over the former actress to a broad
“We must report to the Central North Vietnamese troops to memo
appeal to the moderates in both Political Agency for instructions rize them.
parties.
“There cannot be a simple an
swer to the complex question of
the Vietnam war,” said McClos
key.
He favors gradual U.S. disen
gagement from Southesat Asia.
“I feel that the voters of San
Mateo County did not want ex
tremism on either side,” he added.
Democrat Roy Archibald, 47, for
mer mayor of San Mateo, warned
against both unilateral withdrawal
and escalation that might precipi
tate a third world war.
“I favor a negotiated peace based
on our strength there now,” Archi
bald said.
The winners said the depth of
their differences on Vietnam poli
cies would be clarified in the
month’s campaign before the Dec.
12 final.
A P H O R IS T S :
But they were in accord that
Often Booed by Againsterists
voters in the 11th California Con
gressional District did not want
Vietnam turned over to “experi
enced military leaders,” as favored
"Never a lender or a borrower be?" A bit oldby Mrs. Black, or a cease fire and
fashioned, don't you think. There’s a time and
withdrawal, as favored by Edward
place for everything. That’s why Weisfield’s has
M. Keating, second place finisher
among .the Democrats.
credit plans for students of promise.
There was considerable senti
ment that Mrs. Black’s unsuccess
ful debut in politics was the result
of an unrealistic campaign as well
as her views on the war in Viet
ra w s l e m
nam.
A spokesman in the Archibald
543-7134
camp said she was “poorly han
135 North
dled”—that her campaign was
Higgins
more like a series of ^’personal ap
pearances” than, an appeal to vot
ers. The question had been raised
whether there was a “black lash”
Where Pride o f Possession Is P a rt o f Your Purchase
against actors in politics.
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AWS Picks Pageant Staff,
Names Committee Members
A new staff for the Miss U of
M Pageant has been selected and
membership on AWS committees
has been decided on the basis of
applications submitted last week,
according to Margaret Borg, AWS
president.
Kathy Wilson, a sophomore in
English, is director of the pageant
and will be assisted by Sue Gun
derson and Connie Byers.
Marty Melosi and David Davies
will be production managers for
the pageant, scheduled for Jan. 28.
The AWS committee chairmen
and members are:
Miss U of M — Kathy Wilson,
chairman; Helen Clack, Janet
Clark, Kim Drew, Diane Edwards,
Gayle Everson, Susan Herlick, Teena Lemmen, Sheri Morin, Cathy
Pahl, Janet Rhein, Rosemary Sayer, Susan Simons, Lynda Streich,
Diane Taylor.
Snow Weekend — Diane Ritter
and Sue Searles, co-chairmen; Cin
dy Conrad, Pam DeGroot, Kathy
Ann Eckroth, Sharon Gillespie,
Marcia Goodno, Margie McClain,
JoAnne Martin, Shirley Mosby,
Claudia Olson, Karen Olson, Dar
lene Pascoe, Lesley Pryne, Lana
Sapp, Connie Slaubaugh, Marsha
Spicher, Charlotte Stockard, Lor
raine White, Cheryl Whitesitt,
Mary Fran Wierzbinski.
Lantern Parade — Molly Car
ter, Diane Edwards, Sharon Gilles
pie, JoAnne Martin, Diane Taylor,
Susan Velde, Susan Webb, Lor
raine White, Mary Fran Wierzbin
ski.
Big-Little Sister — Carol Jimeno and Judie Woodhouse, cochairmen; Sally Batchelder, Jeannie Bolen, Kay Bozman, Cindy
Conrad, Mary Cundiff, Barb Pallett, Pam DeGroot, Kim Drew,
Joan Foote, D. Gail Herlick, Stevie
Hoblitt, Noreen Leary, Helen Middlemist, Lisa Peterson, Linda Sue
Pospisil, Cathie Sievers, Lorraine
Stark, Charlotte Stockard, Susan
Velde, Gayle Wallis, Mary Wainsley, Cheryl Whitesitt, Nora Woomer.
Rules & Regulations — Gindy
Stratton and Barb Wirth, co-chair
men; Shirley Anderson, Sally Bat
chelder, Kay Bozman, Lesley Dunkle, Julie Follansbee, Debbie Hay
den, Kathleen Henry, Mitzi Kolar,
Kathryn Mariana, Linda Sletvold,
Mary Wamsley.
Public Relations & Publicity—
Barb Bleifuss, chairman; Kam
Bekemans, Kathy Gardner, Kath
leen Grauman, Lisa Peterson, San
dy Rahrer, Julie Shumate, Dawn
Todd, Nora Woomer, Linda Zim
merman.

Special Activities—Colleen Cur
ry, Kristeen Holmes, Karen John
son, Linda Kerouac, Carolyn Matz,
Sheri Morin, Linda Sue Pospisil,
Debbie Ryan, Cathie Sievers, Ka
thy Whittle.
Job Opportunities — Alice And
erson, chairman; Linda Hjelvik,
Diann Hoffman, Susan Lee, Helen
Middlemist, Margaret Mielke, Kim
Rice, Jan Seiler, Debbie Thomas,
Kim Thompson, Winifred Wagner.
Fund Raising — Jan Trickel,
chairman; Virginia Baker, Nikki
Golladay, Carla Hanford, Kathleen
Henry, Karen Johnson, Patty Magnuson, Darlene Pascoe, Connie
Slaubaugh, Kathleen Williams.
Transfer—Sue Thompson, chair
man; Robin Bonneau, Nikki Gol
laday, Ileen O’Leary, Nancy O’Leyar, Lana Sapp, Kathleen Williams.
Women’s Week — Marcia Good
no, Stevie Hoblitt, Charlene Horak, Teena Lemmen, Lesley Pryne,
Julie Shumate.
Mature Student — Marilyn Pelo,
chairman. Applications for mem
bership on the Mature Student'
committee, which was just created,
will be available soon, according
to Lesley Maynard, AWS vice
president in charge of committees.
A new chairman for Special Ac
tivities committee will be selected
at the AWS meeting Monday.
Chairmen for Lantern Parade and
Women’s Week committees, both
of which are active spring quar
ter, will be selected at a later
date.
•Most committee chairmen were
chosen last spring and members
were named by the AWS Senate
this week, Miss Borg said.

CALLING U

TODAY
Bear Paws, 6:30 p.m., LA 102.
Committee for Intelligent Ac
tion, LA11, 7 p.m.
Young Democrats, 8 pm., LA
139.
Draft Counseling, 5 pm., UCCF
house.
Christian Science Organization,
6:30 p.m., M 103.
Program Council, 4:15 p'.m., Ac
tivities Room, Lodge.
Varsity Pom pon Girls, 6:30 pm.,
Activities Room, Lodge.
Phi Eta Sigma, 7 p.m., LA 102.
FRIDAY
Intervarsity Christian Fellow
ship Bible Study, 7:30 pm., Lu
theran Center.
AKD, 7:30 p.m., LA 308.
SATURDAY
Mortar Board, 9 am., Newman
Center.

CLASSIFIED

L LOST AND FOUND

6. TYPING
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson, 23S
Dearborn Ave. Phone 549-7818. 29-lc
FAST TYPING) will do theses and
term papers. 243-4122 between 8 am.
and 8 pm._________________ 2S-flc
TYPING, experienced. 849-7282. 24-tfc
Expert TYPING. Theses, term papers,
will correct. Electric typewriter. 5436515.
20-tfc
Excellent TYPING, reasonable rates.
543-5532.____________
19-tfc
TYPING. Fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.____________________ 8-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Don Berg, 240 Dearborn.
543-4109._________ 5__________3-tfc

GIRL NEEDS RIDE to Boise, Idaho for
Thanksgiving. Can leave Tuesday, will
share expenses. 543-3136.
26-5c

17. CLOTHING
Will do alterations, years of experience.
Specialize Unlv. women’s and men's
clothing. Call 543-8184.________ 11-tfc
EXCELLENT alterations, 3 blocks from
campus. Call 549-0810.____*_____7-tfc

10. TRANSPORTATION_______
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PLACEMENT CENTER
winter 1968; and guidance coun
selors winter and summer 1968 in.
Arizona, New Mexico, North Da
kota and South Dakota.
Monday and Tuesday:
The Internal Revenue, Missoula,
will interview senior accounting:
majors for positions as revenue
agents in California.

Monday:
The Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Albuquerque, N.M., will interview
teacher candidates. Openings are
anticipated for couples in elemen
tary teaching in Alaska during the
summer and fall, 1968; elementary
teachers in Arizona, Montana, New
Mexico, North Dakota and South
Dakota during the summer and

Thanksgiving Dinner
Begins With Great
Buys from Our
Store!
TURKEYS
CRANBERRIES and PUMPKIN PIE
W O R D E N 'S
434 N. Higgins

SUPER M A R K ET

MYSTERY
MIXER

Lawther to Speak
At P.E. Seminar
John Lawther, winter and spring
quarter replacement for Brian
Sharkey, UM physical education
professor, will discuss the content
of his courses for the two quar
ters at a seminar for UM health
and physical education students
and faculty members tonight at 7
in WC 216.
Mr. Lawther is a professor
emeritus at Pennsylvania State
University. He is the author of
several books and articles on the
psychology of athletics.

549-9824

Don’t Forget to
attend the

Friday, Nov. 17, in the Lodge

Free Food - Live Music
Sponsored by the Men’s Residence Halls

Got something to sell—a message to telL Let the Mighty
Midget work for you with Kalwiln Want-Ads.

Just write your ad, only one word per space, below. Fill
in coupon at bottom of Ad-O-Gram. Fold the Ad-O-Gram,
and bring it to the Kaimin business office or mail it to
the Mighty Midget in care of the Kaimin.
Write One Word in Each Square

COST COLUMN AT RIGHT
ONE LINE
1 day
SO#
20#
3 days
40#
is
TWO LINES
1 day
40#
2 days
90#
3 days
80#
4 days ___ 81-00
THREE LINES _
1 day
SO#
2 days
90#
3 days ___ (ISO
4 days ___ (ISO
(FOUR LINES1 day
20#
2 days ___ (ISO
3 days
... (ISO
4 days ___ (2S0

19. WANTED TO BUY

2 days

NEED STANDARD transmission for '53
Chev. CaU Rick Foote. 243-4401, 2434732, 542-2241.______________ 25-6nc

21. FOR SALE

HOLIDAY GIFTS, beautiful hand-made
decorator pillows. Reasonable. 543-3459.
__________________________29-3c
ONE PAIR Head standard skis with
bindings. Good condition. Phone 5494275.
29-2C
SKIS: Hart Holiday. 215cm. 250 with
Marker bindings. 549-6509, 130 Ken
sington. Basement.
28-3c
1963 PONTIAC LEMANS, 326 cu. in.,
white vinyl upholstery, four new tires.
Included, two snow tires with rims.
Car is in excellent condition. CaU
CharUe, 9-9722.______________ 27-4c
8. HELP WANTED
FENDER GUITAR, rhythm and lead.
STUDENT to iron (for three-person 543-4107._______ ____________25-6c
family) weekly, evening hours oJc. PERSONALITY POSTERS, psychedelic
Five blocks from campus. Telephone posters, ski posters and buttons. If we
evenings, 549-6314.____________28-2c don’t have them, then you don’t want
them. Send for samples and list. Madam
9. WORK WANTED_________
Butterfly’s Gift Shop, 4009 E. Colfax,
30-tfo
PAPERS, theses edited or rewritten by Denver, Colorado 80220.
former English-] ournallsm professor, VACUUMS) new and used. Terms.
editor of scientific and technical pub- Kirby Co., 231 W. Front, 3-8201. 15-tfg
llcatlons. 777-3192.___________ 20-16e

WANTED: Rider to Great Falls, leaving
noon, November 21. 243-4775.
29-2c
WANTED: Ride for two persons to
Seattle. Leave Tuesday noon. 549-5457
or 243-5018._________________ 29-2c
WANTED: Ride to Yakima, leave Tues
day noon. 243-5346.
29-2c

• A musical program of classi
cal piano and voice will be pre
sented today at 3 p.m. by Mu Phi
Epsilon, TJM music sorority, in the
Music Building recital hall.
Karen Davidson, Shad Culverwell, and Linda Lee Thomas will
play piano in the program. Nancy
Johnson will sing “Un Bel Di,” ac
companied by Fredericka Ibsen,
and Sharon Weaver will play the
organ. There is no admission
charges for the program.
• Students wishing to apply for
the position of Kaimin news edi
tor may turn in applications at the
Lodge Desk no later than noon,
Nov. 28.
• ASUM Program Council’s
Film Series will feature “The Care
taker” Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in LA
11. Based on the play by Harold
Pinter and directed by Clive Donner, this British film depicts the
sad absurdity of human behavior.
Aston, a quiet man who has been
through shock treatment in a men
tal hospital, invites Davies, a
shabby derelict just fired from a
menial job in a cafe, to share his
small room in the top floor of an
abandoned house with him and his
sadistic brother. The three become
involved in a game of emotional
billiards. Admission is 50 cents.
• The skiing fee should be paid
at the cashier’s window in Main.
Hall Jan. 2, 3, 4, or 5. These dates
were selected because students will
not know if they are registered for
skiing until they get their print
outs from the registrar on Jan. 2.
All rski registrations are handled
by the registrar’s office.
• UM Angel Flight will stand
general inspection by the area
commander, Friday, according to
Darlene Young, commander of the
AFROTC women’s drill team.

ADS

Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publication.
tench line (5 words average) first insertion----------------------20#
Each consecutive insertion------------------------------------——10#
(No change in copy in consecutive insertions)
If errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given
the publishers since we are responsible for only one incorrect Insertion.
PHONE 243-4932
FOUND: Man's wedding band. Men's
Gym. Owner claim at women’s Center,
Room 210._________________ 29-Inc
LOST: Man's brown wallet, near Field
House Tuesday night. Reward. 2432427.______________________ 29-2c
(5 REWARD for return of pair of men’s
glasses, lost somewhere on campus Fri
day night. 549-4502.______________ 28-2C
LOST: Black wallet, reward offered.
Call Terry Robinson at 9-9001. 28-2c

CONCERNING U

22. FOR RENT

Run My AdStarting ___
Street Address

NICE three-bedroom trailer for three
students. Everything furnished, utilities
paid. Call 9-0260 after 2 pm. 27-3c

27. BICYCLES_________

FRENCH “Olymplque" racing bicycle,
10 speeds, less than one month old. 895.
CaU 243-4378.
27-4c
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